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you may have falsely assumed that the upcoming
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is merely some kind of joke. Au contraire! In fact,
the Program Committee categorically states that it is
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QUITE SERIOUS
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about making this event a reality. However, to
achieve this goal, the Program Committee aforementioned depends critically on your contributions!
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you possess any of the following:
A short abstract, even as short as a sentence or two
A short paper
A long paper
A piece of paper, with a funny picture on it
(with carefully labelled coordinate axes)
* A summary of a talk you would like to give
* A vague intent to attend SIGBOVIK’07
* A question about SIGBOVIK’07
* A headache
* A shiny new ha’penny
then

WE

URGE

YOU

to use your local internet to send an email to

info@sigbovik.org
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In our great enthusiasm for YOUR participation
we, the Program Committee, have extended all
pertinent deadlines to
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SUBMIT TODAY!

SUBMIT TODAY!

